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Professor JP Halls ARCH 441/541 Preservation policy course compiled a set of historic
design guidelines as neighborhood stakeholders plan to create a local historic district for a
portion of the neighborhood and to assist in the continued long-term architectural
preservation of the Riverside neighborhood. 


























Professor Hall's ARCH 441/541 Preservation Policy course compiled a set of historic design
guidelines for the Riverside-Normal City neighborhood. The Riverside-Normal City
Neighborhood Association is in the process of garnering support and following the necessary
steps to have their neighborhood designated as a Local Historic District. A Local Historic
District imposes a set of guidelines established by the city and the Muncie Historic
Preservation and Rehabilitation Commission that ensures the long term architectural and
cultural preservation of the neighborhood and its character. With these guidelines, comes a
design review process that is enacted in the event that a homeowner wishes to change an
exterior portion of their structure, the project goes before the Muncie Historic Preservation
and Rehabilitation Commission to ensure that the proposed changes are respectful of the
architecture.
The design guidelines will help serve as guidelines for residents and assist the Muncie
Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation commission with the aforementioned design review
processes, as well as educating neighbors on the design and proper maintenance of their
homes. 
Research for the design guidelines started with a neighborhood reconnaissance survey as well
as discussions with neighborhood stakeholders. From that, the team members dove headfirst
into precedent studies, studying the architectural style present in the neighborhood and
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researching appropriate methods and materials for repairs, maintenance, and additions of
the structures in the area. 
The research continued with team members individually diving into precedents and other
information for topics such as landscaping and guidelines for potential new construction in
the neighborhood as well as sustainability.
A history of the Riverside-Normal City neighborhood was also given, following the
development of the neighborhood from its formation as a stand-alone city, its eventual
annexation and how it stands today. An overview of the architectural styles and building










As the Design Guidelines project was undertaken with the assistance, and its completion
would benefit the community, community engagement was extremely important to the entire
process. 
As mentioned in the "Research and Purpose" section, community engagement started from
the very beginning with a neighborhood tour led by a local resident and member of the
Riverside-Normal City Neighborhood Association, the closest community partner in the
project. 
During the process, the team members had several meetings with community members and
area residents, so the residents could voice opinions and help to shape the final document
and its content. 
The community engagement processes culminated in a final presentation to stakeholders and
vested parties to the process. The presentation was before the final document was completed









Following the compilation of all necessary data and research, team members created a final
professional document to be presented to the Riverside-Normal City Neighborhood
Association, and the Muncie Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation Commission. The
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document spells out for residents and interested community members the reason that the
guidelines exist as well as the purpose for local historic district. An overview of the Muncie
Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation Commission design review process is also listed. 
The document goes over the history of the neighborhood and its development, current
conditions of the infrastructure, landscape, and architecture, following the current
conditions, the document spells out guidelines for repair and maintenance, landscaping,
architecture, and new construction. The most exhaustive piece of the document is a style-by-
style overview of all architectural styles extant in the neighborhood, their character defining
features, and pictorial examples of houses in those styles, present in the neighborhood. 
← Community Engagement
Final Document
 
 
